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Abstract-- It is known that the population is 

increasing at very peak range all over the world 

and the treats which we experience by others are 

increasing at a faster pace. It is commonly 

known that various public services cannot be 

accessed after a certain period of time. The 

major services are public transport, subway 

accessibility etc. So we proposed a technology 

to overcome the manual operation of subway 

shutter after a period. Water Level sensor 

recognizes the level of water and distinctive 

fluids .We here continuously monitors the 

intrusion of people in the subway after 12A.M 

using microwave radar.  

Index Terms – IOT, Microwave radar, 

MIMO, UART, Driver Circuit. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The basic tools here we use is IOT- which act as 

communication tool for User; it is ever-growing 

technology in this modern world. The present 

day headways in advanced manipulate of the 

waveforms transmitted through radar 

frameworks has empowered execution of 

multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) radar 

systems. In such radars, each and every element 

is match for transmitting an alternate waveform; 

in this paper, we middle round changing a 

multiplicative weight at each and every 

transmitter to decorate cognizance execution.  A 

few creators have considered the issue of 

upgrading the transmit weights and the get 

channel by and large to amplify the yield signal-

to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR). 

Urgently, these past works anticipated from the 

until now statistics of the required second-order 
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statistics. In such manner, we make two key 

commitments: initially, we define and address a 

problem of optimization to appraise these 

required insights making use of just flags got in 

previous coherent processing intervals (CPIs). 

Essentially, the transmit interference covariance 

matrix has been evaluated the usage of received 

data. The estimation does not depend on any 

special structure for the litter covariance matrix. 

By utilizing the ultra-modern CPIs in the plan, 

our strategy rolls out it possible to tune 

enhancements in the impedance condition, and 

subsequently, adaptively outline the transmit 

code constantly Second, we current lessened 

dimension getting ready for transmit adaptively. 

As on account of get STAP, it is pivotal to have 

the capability to operate channel diagram with 

simply a predetermined quantity of accessible 

getting ready tests.  While decreased 

measurement handling is settled for get 

adaptively, as we will see, transmit diminished 

measurement preparing requires a totally 

extraordinary definition. We consider transmit 

code outline for a solitary seem factor Doppler 

canister and moreover for a scope of Doppler 

receptacles for the state of affairs that the 

objective Doppler pass is obscure. Finally the 

simulation results are correlated for the 

propagation of phase perturbed radars. 

 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

 
In existing system controlling of the subway 

shutter is done manually. This causes a 

drawback as it doesn‟t allow person to pass 

through after 12 A.M. This makes the subway 

system useless when needed by the public. So 

we propose a system which overcomes these 

drawbacks. In existing system we use the 

techniques MIMO radar for object detection. 

DISADVANTAGE OF EXISTING 

SYSTEM 

 Manual operation is needed. 

 Monitoring of human inside subway is 

not done. 

III. RELATED WORKS 

 
In this paper [2] , S.Ahmed et al., compares 

phased-array with  MIMO radars with various 

degrees of freedom that are meant for  

increased spatial resolution, higher parametric 

identifiability. The layout of the transmit beam 

pattern usually requires the waveforms to have 

arbitrary auto- and cross-correlation properties. 

Technique used is beam Pattern uses Spatial 

resolution which identifies smaller objects.. 

MIMO utilized makes the gadget extra complex 
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In the proposed paper,[3] D. R. Fuhrmann et 

al., discusses the use of a couple of indicators 

with arbitrary cross-correlation matrix R, and 

exhibit that R can be chosen to obtain or 

approximate a preferred spatial transmit beam 

pattern. Optimization problem is defined to find 

the cost of transmit beam pattern, which 

impacts on the emphasizes on the technique of 

Signal Cross Correlation whose matrix can be 

used. Cross-correlation makes the system will 

have multiple transmit apertures with whole 

flexibility in the preference of the indicators 

transmitted at each aperture. 

 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
In our proposed system we are using the 

microwave radar technology in order to control 

the subway closing after 12 A.M. The radar here 

is used to obtain the presence of people at that 

point of time Here we propose a system which 

automatically opens and closes the subway 

shutter based on the presence of people. The 

system consists of a switch which is pressed 

after 12 A.M. Now the microwave radar is used 

to detect the presence of people in the subway. 

Whenever the people are detected then the 

intimation is provided to the server using IOT. 

And also it enables us to control the door 

mechanism from anywhere. This enables the 

detection of people inside the subway at 

anytime. 

The sensor is used to detect the presence of 

flood in subway .So at that time the radar 

decides the presence of human inside the 

subway during the flood and provide intimation 

through IOT. 

ADVANTAGE: 

 No manual activity is required.. 

 Monitoring of human inside subway is 

consequently done.. 

 Low cost. 

 Reliable  
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V. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

VI. MECHANISM 

In this paper we have day time and night 

time programmed, in day time the subway 

door will be open the motor will be  in  

forward direction then it check the water 

level by water level sensor if level is „1‟ it 

indicate in the LCD as” the vehicle not entry 

“and if people is intrudes in the subway the 

buzzer will produce the sound and intimate  

the people to move outside. If there is no 

people it just close the door now the motor 

will in reversed motion if the water level is 

„0‟ it just open the door, and in the LCD the 
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VH can entry. In the night time if the people 

are present it just intimate to move out and 

close the door. Then check the water level if 

its „1‟it ask the people to move out and says 

the VH not entry and  make the door close 

.if „0‟ it doesn‟t produce any buzzer just 

close the door . 

 

VII. MODULE DESCRIPTION 

 
 BUZZER: A buzzer or beeper is an audio 

signaling device. uses of buzzers and beepers 

include alarm devices, timers. It produces 

reliable single tone sound just by applying 

D.C voltage. 

 PIC MICRO CONTROLLER: It is a single 

chip that is used to handle various tasks. It is 

utilized as a part of remote sensors, security 

and wellbeing gadgets, home mechanization 

and in numerous industrial  instruments. 

 IOT SERVER: it is used for Communication 

purpose. Sensors to caution the driver when 

tire pressure is low or some other common or 

man-made question that can be doled out an 

IP address and furnished with the capacity to 

exchange information over a network. 

 DRIVER CIRCUIT: it is an electrical 

circuit used to control other circuit there is 

utilized to direct current moving through a 

circuit. 

 UART: it is a computer  hardware device in 

which data format and transmission speed are 

configurable, it act as interface so it can talk and 

exchange the data with other device  

 DOOR MECHANISM:  it follow Fleming 

right hand rule and produce magnetic field to 

control opening and closing  of door operation 

 MICRO WAVE RADAR: this is mini 

Doppler radar sensor is equipped with 

supporting DC voltage   it rotate  in 360 degree 

and used  to detect the intrusion 

 WATER LEVEL SENSOR: Water Level 

sensors recognize the level of water and diverse 

fluids and fluidized solids, along with slurries, 

granular materials, and powders that reveal an 

top free floor. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
The system thus enables the automated subway 

monitoring system. The system also prevents the 

vehicles from drowning during flood time. This 

prevents various accidents during rainy season 

inside subways. 

IX. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

One big change expected in coming years is 

introducing new technology for Automatic water 
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level detector it shows clear indicator of water 

level in a subway and it save a man power, low 

cost. Water alert can be done by using a water 

alarm buzzer here we using buzzer in our project 

it will be very useful in the time of flood 

controlling the subway shutter is a usually a user 

friendly security system that can be easily 

managed from an internet browser by anyone 

with intermediate computer skills .This system 

has automatic door open and close mechanism 

so we can be operated at any distance and we 

can receive a alert and be able to watch a 

intruder from your mobile phone. 
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